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ABSTRACT

When a star exhausts its nuclear fuel, it either explodes as a supernova or more quiescently becomes

a white dwarf, an object about half the mass of our Sun with a radius of about that of the Earth.

About one fifth of white dwarfs exhibit the presence of magnetic fields, whose origin has long been

debated as either the product of previous stages of evolution or of binary interactions. We here report

the discovery of two massive and magnetic white dwarf members of young star clusters in the Gaia DR2

database, while a third massive and magnetic cluster white dwarf was already reported in a previous

paper. These stars are most likely the product of single-star evolution and therefore challenge the

merger scenario as the only way to produce magnetic white dwarfs. The progenitor masses of these

stars are all above 5 solar masses, and there are only two other cluster white dwarfs whose distances

have been unambiguously measured with Gaia and whose progenitors’ masses fall in this range. This

high incidence of magnetic white dwarfs indicates that intermediate-mass progenitors are more likely to

produce magnetic remnants and that a fraction of magnetic white dwarfs forms from intermediate-mass

stars.
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1. INTRODUCTION

White dwarfs (WDs) are all born in the same man-

ner, as the compact remnants of low and intermediate-
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mass stars up to about eight times the mass of our Sun.

However, some WDs are peculiar, as their surfaces are

threaded with magnetic fields that range from a few

thousand to a billion Gauss. A recent study (Land-

street & Bagnulo 2019) that focused on DA (hydrogen

atmosphere) WDs showed that about 20 ± 5% of the

80 DA WDs that are within 20 pc of the Sun are mag-

netic, of which only seven (∼ 9%) have magnetic fields

exceeding 1 MG. If we extend the sample to all the WDs

within 20 pc of the Sun (Hollands et al. 2018), we find

a similar result: of the 126 WDs that have a spectral

classification, about 20% (23) are magnetic and about

10% (13) have magnetic fields above 0.5 MG. The ori-

gin of magnetism in WDs is still a matter of debate,

and the theories that have been suggested fall into two

main categories. In one model, the binary scenario,

magnetic fields in WDs are created by the convective

dynamos that arise during a common envelope phase in

the interaction with a companion star (Tout et al. 2008;

Nordhaus et al. 2011; Garćıa-Berro et al. 2012; Wick-

ramasinghe et al. 2014). In this case, a magnetic WD

would either be the product of a merger or would still

be in a close binary. In the main alternative hypothesis,

the magnetic fields found in WDs are thought to be of

fossil origin, that is, they were already present in the

progenitor star or somehow were generated in the dif-

ferent evolutionary stages that precede the formation of

the WD. In this second scenario, the progenitors could

be stars that already displayed strong magnetic fields,

such as the magnetic main-sequence Ap/Bp stars (Wolt-

jer 1964; Moss 2003; Tout et al. 2004), or the magnetic

field could be hidden in the progenitor stars’ core, as is

suggested by recent studies on asteroseismology of red

giant stars (Fuller et al. 2015; Stello et al. 2016; Cantiello

et al. 2016).

It is well known that magnetic WDs are on average

more massive than non-magnetic ones (Ferrario et al.

2020; Kawka 2020; McCleery et al. 2020), and this could

either indicate that the mass of the progenitor star is

somehow related to the genesis of the magnetic field, as

more massive stars create more massive WDs, or that

magnetic WDs are the products of WD mergers, or both.

We here report the discovery of two DA WDs from the

Gaia DR2 catalog (Gaia Collaboration et al. 2016, 2018)

in young open star clusters that exhibit the presence of

a magnetic field on their surface. The WDs are located

in Messier 39 (M 39, NGC 7092) and ASCC 47. We

already reported the discovery of a third magnetic DB

(helium atmosphere) WD in Messier 47 (M 47) in Richer

et al. (2019), hereafter Paper I. ASCC 47 is the youngest

open cluster (90±20 Myr) known to contain a WD, and

the WD itself is the youngest and hottest found in such

a cluster; M 39 is 280±20 Myr old and M 47 is 150±20

Myr old (see below). As such young clusters could have

only produced massive WDs above ∼ 0.9 M� (Cum-

mings et al. 2018), a merger inside the cluster would

have created a remnant that is above the maximum mass

for a WD (the Chandrasekhar limit of 1.38 M�, Nomoto

1987), and therefore would have exploded in a type Ia

supernova (Shen 2015). Furthermore, the fraction of bi-

naries among the most massive stars in the cluster is

low. For these reasons, the newly discovered WDs rule

out the double-degenerate merger scenario as the only

channel for the formation of magnetic white dwarfs.

The fact that the three WDs are members of star clus-

ters means that the mass of their progenitor stars can be

inferred from the age of the cluster and from the cooling

time of the WD. We find that the progenitor stars of

the three WDs all had masses above 5 M�, and there

are only two other cluster WDs known in the Gaia-DR2

database whose progenitors were this massive. This high

incidence of magnetic WDs from intermediate-mass pro-

genitors suggests that more massive stars are more likely

to produce magnetic WDs, which would also explain

why magnetic WDs are on average more massive.

2. IDENTIFICATION OF THE OBJECTS

The publication of more than a billion high-precision

parallaxes and proper motions in Gaia DR2 (Gaia Col-

laboration et al. 2016, 2018) has been revolutionary for

many branches of stellar astrophysics. In the case of

nearby open clusters, which can extend up to several

square degrees on the sky, the identification of cluster

members via the measurement of parallaxes and proper

motions over large parts of the sky was not feasible pre-

viously for many clusters but has become straightfor-

ward with Gaia. The three WDs analyzed in this paper

were discovered as part of a larger survey of young open

clusters whose purpose is to find massive cluster white

dwarfs (Richer et al. 2020). The WDs are identified as

cluster members with high confidence because they lie

inside cluster boundaries in coordinate space and have

parallaxes and proper motions similar to those of their

respective clusters, as can be seen in Fig. 1 (for more

details on each object see Appendix A and Paper I).

To confirm the white-dwarf nature of the candidates,

and to provide an estimate of their temperatures and

surface gravities, we obtained their spectra with GMOS

in long-slit mode on Gemini North (for the WD in M 39)

and Gemini South (for the WD in ASCC 47), exploiting

its fast turnaround program. The spectrum for the WD

in M 47 was already obtained and published in Paper I.

We used the B600 grating centered at 512 and 508 nm

(for dithering) with no blocking filter. The slit width,
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set to 1”, provided about 5 Å resolution. We used IRAF

(Tody 1986) for reduction.

3. PROPERTIES OF THE WHITE DWARFS

3.1. Magnetic field

The spectra for the objects in ASCC 47 and M 39 are

consistent with hot, massive DA WDs: the only spectral

features are the hydrogen Balmer lines, which are very

broad. In Fig. 2 the lines have been plotted using equal

ranges on the x and y axis, so it is possible to compare

the two WDs; the lines for the ASCC 47 WD are ex-

tremely weak because the object is very hot. In the lower

panels of Fig. 2 we can see the Hα lines for both objects,

which show Zeeman splitting. For magnetic fields lower

than about 10 MG, the effect of the magnetic field re-

duces to the linear Zeeman effect, for which the Balmer

lines split into three components, with a central compo-

nent at the same wavelength as the zero-field line and

with a blueshifted and a redshifted component. The

separation between the Hα Zeeman components in both

objects is about 20 Å, which corresponds to a field of

about 1 MG. For the WD in M 47, the Zeeman split-

ting of the helium absorption lines indicates a magnetic

field strength of 2.5 MG (see Paper I). As the observed

Zeeman splitting represents the mean field across the

surface of the star, the value of the polar magnetic field

is bound to be higher.

3.2. Temperature, surface gravity and mass

The left panels of Fig 2 show the fit of non-magnetic

atmosphere models to four Balmer lines: Hβ, Hγ, Hδ

and Hε. The fitting routine is explained in Appendix B

and returns the following best fitting values for the log-

arithm of the surface gravity (log g) and for the effective

temperature (Teff): log g = 8.87±0.07 [log(cm s−2)] and
Teff = 18, 400 ± 300 K for the WD in M 39, and log g =

8.99±0.13 [log(cm s−2)] and Teff = 116, 000±3, 000 K for

ASCC 47. For both stars, the non-magnetic fit returns

a surface gravity that is too high if we take into account

the brightness of the WDs. In Fig. 3, we plot the ob-

served absolute magnitudes for the WDs (small points

with error bars) and the magnitudes expected for WDs

with the temperatures and surface gravities obtained

from spectroscopy (hexagons with error bars). The dis-

crepancy lies in the expected radii for the given sur-

face gravities: comparing synthetic photometric models

(Bergeron et al. 2001; Holberg & Bergeron 2006; Kowal-

ski & Saumon 2006; Tremblay et al. 2011; Blouin et al.

2018) to the photometry available in Gaia, VPHAS+

(Drew et al. 2014) and Pan-STARRS (Chambers et al.

2016), we measure the WD radii to be 6, 100 ± 150 km

for M 39 and 6, 750 ± 250 km for ASCC 47. Using the

log g that we found from spectroscopy, these radii would

imply an unreasonable mass of 2.1 M� for M 39 and

3.4 M� for ASCC 47, well above the Chandrasekhar

limit of 1.38 M� (Nomoto 1987). This discrepancy is

due to the magnetic field: the effect of surface grav-

ity and magnetic field are degenerate in broadening the

lines.

Because of this degeneracy, we cannot measure the

surface gravity from spectroscopy and we therefore use

photometric fitting (as in Gentile Fusillo et al. 2019, see

Appendix C) . We obtain the following values: log g =

8.54 ± 0.04 [log(cm s−2)] for M 39, and log g = 8.47 ±
0.05 [log(cm s−2)] for ASCC 47, which yield a mass of

0.95 ± 0.02 M� for M 39 and 1.01 ± 0.02 M� for ASCC

47. The photometric fit for the WD in M 47 returns a

mass of 1.06 ± 0.05 M�.

The right panels of Fig. 2 show fits with simple mag-

netized atmospheric models that include the linear Zee-

man effect assuming the field to be constant over the

surface (see Appendix B). Since the effect of surface

gravity and magnetic field are somewhat degenerate in

broadening the lines, we kept the surface gravity fixed

to the value obtained from photometry, and fitted for

the best values of the magnetic field and temperature.

We find that models with a magnetic field of 1.4 MG for

M 39 and of 1.6 MG for ASCC 47 are an equally good

fit to the Balmer lines as the non-magnetic models with

the much higher surface gravities mentioned above. For

both WDs, the magnetized fits result in slightly lower

effective temperatures: 18, 000 ± 340 K for M 39 and

110, 000 ± 4, 000 K for ASCC 47. The magnetized at-

mosphere models are quite simplistic, but the fit shows

that the excessive broadening can be explained by the

presence of the magnetic field and returns magnetic field

values that are comparable with what we can infer from

the Zeeman splitting of Hα.

4. INITIAL-FINAL MASS RELATION

By measuring the age of the cluster and the cooling

age of the WDs, we can estimate the mass of the progeni-

tor star. We fit isochrones generated with the PARSEC

(Bressan et al. 2012) and MIST models (Dotter 2016;

Choi et al. 2016; Paxton et al. 2011, 2013, 2015) to es-

timate the age of each of the clusters (the results for

ASCC are depicted in Fig. 4), which is also the total

age of the WD including its lifetime before becoming

a WD. We use the techniques developed in Cummings

& Kalirai (2018). The age of the cluster ASCC 47 is

90 ± 20 Myr and that of M 39 is 280 ± 20 Myr. We es-

timated the age of M 47 to be 150± 20 Myr in Paper I.

Both clusters are old enough that the age determination

is not affected by stellar rotation (Cummings & Kali-
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Figure 1. The phase space cuts to determine the cluster membership: parallax, proper motion and position on the sky. In the
left panels, the grey histogram shows the distribution of parallaxes centered on the directions of ASCC 47 and M 39 within 2.5
and 1.5 degrees of the centers of the two clusters. The blue line indicates the mean cluster values (1.273 and 3.350 mas), while
the dashed lines delineate the ±2σ parallax limits. The solid red line provides the measured parallax of the WD. The middle
panels show the proper motions of the stars with the WD in red. The right panel shows the sky positions of the stars and the
WD (again in red).

rai 2018). We subtract the age of the WD determined

from the white-dwarf cooling models (Bergeron et al.

2001) from the cluster ages to determine the lifetime of

the star that became the white dwarf and therefore its

initial mass.

By measuring the cooling ages of the three WDs, we

find that they all have progenitors with zero-age-main-

sequence masses above 5 M� (see the values in Table 1).

Among the WDs found in the Gaia catalog to be un-

equivocally members of clusters, there are only two other

objects with progenitor masses above 5 M�: EGGR 25

(LB 1497) and GD 50 (Dobbie et al. 2006), both in

blue in Fig. 5 (for more details see Appendix D). We

re-analysed the spectra of these two objects using avail-

able spectroscopic data (Gianninas et al. 2011) and we

do not find any indication of a magnetic field. There-

fore, among known cluster WDs with progenitor masses

above 5 M�, we find that three out of five are magnetic,

a higher percentage than the 15-25% found in general

(Kawka & Vennes 2004; Kawka et al. 2007; Landstreet

& Bagnulo 2019) or of the ∼ 10% found with magnetic

fields exceeding 0.5 MG (Hollands et al. 2018; Land-

street & Bagnulo 2019). If the underlying fraction of

magnetic white dwarfs in the clusters was similar to that

within 20 pc (i.e. about 20%), one would find three or

more magnetic white dwarfs out of a sample of five only

5.8% of the time. On the other hand, if we focus only

on nearby white dwarfs with fields stronger than 1 MG

(as we found in the clusters), the local fraction is even

smaller (seven out of 123); in this case, even allowing

for uncertainties in the local frequency of white dwarfs

with fields greater than 1 MG, the chance of finding

three or more magnetic white dwarfs out of five would

be less than 0.5%. Therefore, we can reject the hypoth-

esis that the intermediate-mass progenitor white dwarfs

examined in this paper have a similar fraction of stars

with fields greater than 1 MG as the local sample at the

two- or three-sigma level. To find the confidence inter-

vals on the frequency of magnetic WDs in open clusters

we use a binomial distribution (which is appropriate for
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Figure 2. Upper: Balmer lines (Hβ to Hε) in the normalised spectra of M 39 (left) and ASCC 47 (right). Higher-order lines
than Hβ have been shifted up by 0.2 each. In each panel, in red, the left side shows the best fit with the non-magnetic models
and the right side with magnetic models. The values for the best fits are given in the text. Lower: Hα in M 39 (left) and ASCC
47 (right).

Table 1. Initial-final mass relation.

Cluster Name Cluster age WD mass WD cooling age Progenitor mass

[Myr] [M�] [Myr] [M�]

Messier 39 280 ± 20 0.95 ± 0.02 175 ± 25 5.4 ± 0.6

ASCC 47 90 ± 20 1.01 ± 0.02 0.25 ± 0.08 5.6 ± 0.8

Messier 47 150 ± 20 1.06 ± 0.05 75 ± 15 6.1 ± 0.5

this situation), and a flat prior on the frequency because

ours is the first measurement. We find the fraction of

magnetic white dwarfs produced from intermediate mass

stars to be 60% and between 23% and 90% with 95.4%

confidence.

5. DISCUSSION

The three WDs analyzed in this paper are high-fidelity

cluster members, and their cooling ages, when compared

to the ages of their respective parent clusters, are in

agreement with a single-star evolution scenario and do

not require any additional delay. Furthermore, if we go

back in time to the moment in which the WDs were

born, the mass of the stars in the parent clusters that

were evolving into WDs were too high to produce the

low-mass WDs that could merge and not explode in

a supernova. A merger could have still occurred, and

avoided a supernova, if binary interactions on the main-

sequence or the post-main-sequence phases had led to a

massive progenitor engulfing a lower mass star or sub-

stellar companion. It is hard to invoke such an evolu-

tionary scenario for all three objects though, because the

binary fraction in the three clusters is very low, as can
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Figure 3. Gaia color-magnitude diagram for the three clus-
ters. The WDs can be seen in the lower left corner. The
observed values are indicated as small dots with error bars
(from Gaia). For M 39 and ASCC 47, the hexagonal shape
indicates the expected location in the CMD of the WDs for
the log g and Teff found from spectroscopy using the models
by Tremblay et al. (Tremblay et al. 2011) (the error bars
come from 1-σ errors in the fit).

be seen from the sparsely populated binary sequences in

the clusters’ CMDs (Fig. 3). Finding a high incidence

of magnetic WDs in these young clusters therefore in-

dicates the magnetic WDs can form directly from the

evolution of single stars and do not necessarily result

from the mergers of low-mass WDs.

The WDs in M 39 and in ASCC 47 do not show any in-

dication of a companion, as their color is consistent with

the temperature inferred from the spectrum. The WD

in M 47 does exhibit a red excess in its spectrum that

could indicate either the presence of a disk or of a colder

companion (see Paper I); however, the very narrow core

of the Zeeman components in the spectrum rules out the

presence of a companion in a close binary. Therefore,

even though we cannot exclude that the magnetic field

is the result of binary interactions after the WDs were

born, the fossil origin of the field is the most likely ex-

planation for the magnetism in these newly found WDs.

The birth rates of magnetic Ap/Bp stars are much lower

than the average occurrence of magnetic white dwarfs

(Kawka & Vennes 2004), and, therefore, magnetic main

sequence stars cannot explain the even higher incidence

of magnetic WDs that we found in this range of progen-

itor masses.

Figure 4. Gaia CMD of ASCC 47 (black) together with
that of the Pleiades (135 Myrs, red) and NGC 2451B (44
Myrs, cyan) and MIST isochrones (Dotter 2016; Choi et al.
2016; Paxton et al. 2011, 2013, 2015) of the appropriate age
for each cluster in the same colors. For ASCC 47, we plot two
isochrones in black at 85 and 95 Myrs. The age of ASCC 47
is bracketed by these two clusters from consideration of both
the turnoff region of the CMD and the pre-main sequence.
Our best estimate for the age of ASCC 47 is 90±20 Myrs.

Recent studies (Fuller et al. 2015; Stello et al. 2016;

Cantiello et al. 2016) indicate that more than half of

intermediate-mass stars host strong internal magnetic

fields produced by powerful dynamos in their convective

cores even though many do not exhibit strong surface

fields like the magnetic Ap/Bp stars. In particular, they

find that the presence and strength of the convectively

driven magnetic dynamos in the cores show a strong

dependence on stellar mass. Even more importantly, in

stars with mass M > 3 M�, the convective core extends

to a mass in the interior of the star that exceeds the

mass of the WD descendant, allowing for the detection

of the regions containing the high magnetic field in the

final WD. This mechanism could explain why magnetic

WDs are on average more massive and at the same time

why we find a higher incidence of magnetic remnants

from intermediate-mass stars.

We would like to thank Jim Fuller for useful dis-

cussions and the suggestion that the ASCC 47 white

dwarf may be magnetic. The research was supported by

NSERC Canada, the NSF, Compute Canada, a Burke

Fellowship at Caltech and a Four-Year Fellowship at
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Table 2. WD and Cluster Photometry

Cluster Gaia WD ID Gobs (BP−RP)obs E(BP - RP)cluster G0 (BP−RP)0

Messier 47 3029912407273360512 19.796 ± 0.006 −0.134 ± 0.106 0.08 ± 0.03 11.12 ± 0.03 −0.22 ± 0.11

Messier 39 2170776080281869056 19.193 ± 0.003 −0.179 ± 0.050 0.15 ± 0.04 11.52 ± 0.04 −0.33 ± 0.06

ASCC 47 5529347562661865088 18.714 ± 0.003 −0.509 ± 0.015 0.11 ± 0.04 9.04 ± 0.03 −0.62 ± 0.04

Figure 5. Initial-final mass relation (where the initial mass
is the zero-age-main-sequence mass of the progenitor and the
final mass is the mass of the WD) for cluster WDs that can
be found in the Gaia catalog whose progenitors had masses
above 2.5 M�. Data from (Cummings et al. 2018; Gagné
et al. 2018). Error bars represent 1-σ errors. The WDs
reported in this paper and in Paper I are in red, other colors
indicate rich clusters.

UBC. The research leading to these results has also

received funding from the European Research Council

under the European Union’s Horizon 2020 research and

innovation program n. 677706 (WD3D). This work has

made use of data from the European Space Agency

(ESA) mission Gaia

(https://www.cosmos.esa.int/gaia) and is based on

observations obtained under program IDs GS-2019B-

FT-104 (ASCC 47), GS-2018B-FT-108 (M 47) and

GN-2019A-FT-214 (M 39) at the international Gem-

ini Observatory. This work is also based on data

products from observations made with ESO Tele-

scopes at the La Silla Paranal Observatory under

program ID 177.D-3023, as part of the VST Photo-

metric Halpha Survey of the Southern Galactic Plane

and Bulge (VPHAS+, www.vphas.eu), and on data

from the Pan-STARRS1 Survey (PS1) and the PS1

public science archive. We used the Montreal White

Dwarf website (http://www.astro.umontreal.ca/ berg-

eron/CoolingModels), the PARSEC stellar models

(http://stev.oapd.inaf.it/cgi-bin/cmd), the MIST stel-

lar models

(http://waps.cfa.harvard.edu/MIST) and the VizieR

catalog access tool, CDS, Strasbourg, France (DOI :

10.26093/cds/vizier).

Facilities: Gaia, Gemini Observatory(GMOS),

VLT(VPHAS+ Survey), Pan-STARRS(PS1 Survey)

Software: IRAF (Tody 1986)

APPENDIX

A. CLUSTER MEMBERSHIP

Stellar clusters are concentrations of stars in the phase space of position and velocity. For most stars in the catalog,

Gaia gives five out of six of the phase-space coordinates: velocity across the sky (proper motion), position on the sky

and distance. We identified the member stars of the two clusters by extracting all of the stars within a given radius

on the sky from the centre of the cluster (cone search of 2.5 and 1.5 degrees for ASCC 47 and M 39 respectively). An

initial photometric cut was done, discarding stars with a colour excess factor above a threshold value (1.5 for ASCC

47 and 1.8 for M 39) in the Gaia parameter Bp − Rp. This reduced false WD candidates and contamination from

non-member field stars in the final sample. Among the selected stars, we located a concentration in proper motion

space and kept stars within four standard deviations of the cluster’s mean proper motion. We then identified a mean

parallax value for the cluster and assumed stars within four standard deviations of this central peak were members, as

depicted in the left panels of Fig. 1. In both clusters, we identified WDs which are indicated by red bars and crosses

in Fig 1. The photometric and kinematic properties of the cluster and the WD are given in Tables 2 and 3. The

reddening values that we use are the average of the Gaia reddening values of cluster members (Gaia only provides

reddening values for bright stars). For a discussion on the reddening of the WDs, see Appendix C.
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Table 3. WD and Cluster Astrometry

Cluster cluster parallax WD parallax cluster µRA cluster µdec WD µRA WD µdec

Messier 47 2.072 ± 0.096 2.313 ± 0.608 −7.047 ± 0.193 0.977 ± 0.177 −7.174 ± 0.873 1.266 ± 0.868

Messier 39 3.350 ± 0.042 3.309 ± 0.277 −7.472 ± 0.131 −19.848 ± 0.152 −6.631 ± 0.462 −20.181 ± 0.456

ASCC 47 1.273 ± 0.046 1.299 ± 0.214 −7.839 ± 0.355 5.562 ± 0.329 −7.923 ± 0.309 5.377 ± 0.385

B. SPECTRAL FITTING

The analysis of the spectroscopic data consists of several steps that we also simulate to determine our measurement

uncertainties. We employ atmospheric models developed by Gianninas et al. 2010 (Gianninas et al. 2010) for ASCC

47 and by Tremblay et al. 2011 (Tremblay et al. 2011) for M 39. In both sets of models, the hydrogen atmosphere

is computed without the assumption of local thermodynamic equilibrium; the main difference is that in the former,

the composition of the atmosphere includes carbon, nitrogen, and oxygen at solar abundance ratios, while the latter

are made of pure hydrogen. The addition of metals in the atmosphere is important for very hot WDs, where metal

levitation in the intense radiation field can change the shape of the Balmer lines (Gianninas et al. 2010). First, we

normalize the flux by fitting a tenth-order polynomial in wavelength to the spectra, avoiding the Balmer lines, to

account for potential errors in the broadband calibration. We use the same normalization procedure for both the

models and the observed spectrum. We convolve the models with the instrumental Gaussian profile (5 Å). The fit is

then carried out for the four Balmer lines Hβ, Hγ, Hδ and Hε only, using a Levenberg-Marquardt method. In the case

of the non-magnetic models, our free parameters are: log g, Teff , a redshift common to all lines and a zero point shift

for each line. For the magnetic case, we take the value of log g to be fixed to the value determined by the photometry

and allow the magnetic field to vary, together with the other parameters.

In order to understand the uncertainties in our fitting procedure, we simulate the fitting process. We take a model

spectrum with the same parameters as in our best fit. To add low-frequency noise that could simulate calibration

artefacts, we multiply the continuum of the spectrum with the same polynomial that we use to normalize the data. We

add Gaussian noise to the resulting simulated spectrum. Finally, because our spectral data is oversampled, we smooth

the simulated spectrum so that it has similar noise properties to the observations. We generate and fit an ensemble of

Monte Carlo (MC) spectral observations to determine the uncertainties in our parameter fits and the significance of

differences in the quality of the fits between the magnetic and non-magnetic spectral models to our data. We check

that the noise properties are reproduced correctly in the simulation by making sure that the average χ2 is the same

as the χ2 obtained for the best-fitting model to the real data. A sample of our simulations is shown in Fig. 6: the

histograms show the parameters retrieved in the MC simulation, and we find that that the distributions are Gaussian

with the mean centered on the input value; the upper plots are for M 39 and the lower ones are for ASCC 47.

We employ simple magnetic models to fit the Balmer lines as well. As we are considering magnetic fields below

10 MG, the effect of magnetic field on the atomic structure of hydrogen reduces to the linear Zeeman effect, for which

the degeneracy in the electron’s energy levels in the magnetic quantum number ml is lifted, and all energy levels are

shifted by an amount 1
2mlhωc, where ωc = eB/(mec) is the cyclotron frequency, B is the magnetic field and me is

the mass of the electron. Balmer lines are therefore split into three components, with the central component being at

the same wavelength as the zero-field line and a blueshifted (∆ml = +1) and a redshifted (∆ml = −1) component.

The separation in energy is given by ∆E = ± 1
2hωc = ±5.79 × 10−3

(
B

1 MG

)
eV, and therefore the shifted components

are centred at the wavelengths λ0 ± ∆λ± = λ0

(
1 ∓ λ0

∆E
ch

)−1
, where λ0 is the zero-field wavelength. From this linear

relation between field and wavelength separation, we can infer the magnetic field strength by analyzing the splitting

in the Hα line. For both our DA WDs, the separation is about 20 Å, and therefore the field strength is about 1 MG.

In this linear regime, pressure broadening is dominant, and it is safe to assume, as a first approximation, that each

of the three Zeeman components are Stark broadened as in the zero-field case (Ferrario et al. 1998). Starting from

the models by Gianninas et al. (Gianninas et al. 2010) for ASCC 47 and the models by Tremblay et al. (Tremblay

et al. 2011) for M 39, we created magnetic models with the same continuum as the non-magnetic ones, and with the

Balmer lines split in the three components, with each component Stark broadened as the zero-field line. The total

equivalent width of each Balmer line is the same as for the zero-field case, and the central component contributes

50% of the flux, while the redshifted and blueshifted components contribute 25% each. Our models do not include

any consideration on the structure of the magnetic field, as they assume the strength of the field to be the same over

the surface of the stars. Using more sophisticated models, as the ones presented in (Wickramasinghe & Martin 1979;
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Figure 6. The results of our MC simulations for a total of 1,000 realizations for M 39 (upper row) and ASCC 47 (lower row).
The distributions for the retrieved parameters are Gaussian centered on the input parameters. The first plot in each row shows
the distribution of log g retrieved from the non-magnetized models; the second and the third show Teff and B retrieved from the
magnetized models; the last plot shows in green the distribution of χ2 for the non-magnetic models and the orange line shows
the χ2 value for the best magnetic model.

Martin & Wickramasinghe 1981; Ferrario et al. 1997), would not provide more information as the signal-to-noise and

resolution in our spectra would not allow us to distinguish among possible field structures. Using the fitting procedure

and simulations outlined above, we find that our best magnetic models fit the Balmer lines of the objects with a χ2

that is within one sigma of the best non-magnetic model fit, and therefore they are statistically equally good fits. The

comparison is shown in the right-most plots of Fig. 6: the histogram in green shows the distribution of χ2 for the

non-magnetic models and the orange line shows the χ2 value found for the best magnetic model: for ASCC 47, the

best magnetic model fits the Balmer lines better than the best fitting non-magnetic model, while for M 39 the fit is

slightly worse, but both are within one sigma of the distribution.

C. PHOTOMETRIC FITTING

To estimate the masses, radii and ages of the WDs from the photometry, we use synthetic photometric models

(Bergeron et al. 2001; Holberg & Bergeron 2006; Kowalski & Saumon 2006; Tremblay et al. 2011; Blouin et al. 2018)

combined with Gaia (Gaia Collaboration et al. 2018) and Pan-STARRS (Chambers et al. 2016) data for the M 39

WD and with Gaia and VPHAS+ photometry (Drew et al. 2014) for the ASCC 47 WD and the Gaia estimates of the

distances to the two clusters. For both WDs we used photometry in the following bands: G, Bp and Rp from Gaia,

g, r and i from Pan-STARRS and VPHAS+. The photometry was insufficient to determine the interstellar reddening

to the white dwarf, so we marginalized our fitting procedure over the measured reddening values for the stars in each

cluster from Gaia and applied reddening corrections (Cardelli et al. 1989; O’Donnell 1994) to our synthetic photometry

models. Fig. 7 depicts the one through five-sigma confidence regions for the fits to the photometric data. The width

of the confidence region is mainly determined by the uncertainty in the distances to the clusters. The vertical span

of the confidence region results from the uncertainty in the interstellar absorption toward the WDs. On both plots,

the temperature and surface gravity determined by fitting non-magnetic spectral models to the spectroscopic data are

depicted with red error-bars. For neither WD is the photometry consistent with the surface gravity and temperature

measured in this way. Because of the uncertainty in the interstellar reddening, the photometry cannot constrain the

temperature on its own. However, the strength of the spectral lines depends strongly on the temperature of the star

(and is independent of the reddening), so we can use the spectroscopy to constrain the temperature and find a value

of the surface gravity and temperature that is consistent with the photometry and spectroscopy as long as the white

dwarf has a magnetic field on the order of a million Gauss (the difference in temperature between fitting a magnetic or

a non-magnetic model is small, within the error bars, see main text). The photometric fitting also yields an estimate

of the ages of the two WDs: 250± 80 kyr for ASCC 47 and 175± 25 Myr for M 39. When we combine these estimates

for the ages of the WDs with the cluster ages, we can estimate the initial masses of the stars that became the two

WDs as tabulated in Table 1 in the main text.
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Figure 7. The joint likelihoods for the fits of the photometric data for the WDs in Messier 39 and ASCC 47 to white-dwarf
models. The values of the surface gravity and temperature obtained from the spectroscopic fits using non-magnetic models are
depicted with red errorbars. The corresponding best-fit temperature range from spectroscopic fits with magnetic models are
shown with a horizontal band. These constraints combined with the photometric fits yield a confidence interval on the surface
gravity depicted by the vertical band.

D. GAIA CLUSTER WHITE DWARFS

We are interested in the total number of cluster white dwarfs with progenitor masses above 5 M� whose cluster

membership can be confirmed through Gaia astrometry. In order to select the sample of cluster white dwarfs that is

shown in Fig. 5 in the main text, we selected all the white dwarfs known to be cluster members that are also part of

the Gaia catalog and checked their membership using Gaia astrometry. Some known WDs that are likely associated

with clusters are too faint to be in Gaia and therefore we did not include them. In the progenitor mass range above

5 M�, we found 4 white dwarfs in Gaia that were previously associated with clusters. We retained two of them, GD

50 and EGGR 25. EGGR 25 respects our standards for cluster membership in the Pleiades, while GD 50, the most

massive object in our sample, is located well outside of the Pleiades cluster boundary. A recent study showed that

GD 50 is very likely a member of the AB Doradus moving group (Gagné et al. 2018), which is virtually coeval with

the Pleiades, and therefore we can still include the white dwarf in our sample as we can infer a progenitor mass. The

remaining two are a white dwarf in NGC 1039 (WD 17 Rubin et al. 2008) and PG 0136+251, historically associated

with the Pleiades (Dobbie et al. 2006). Both the parallax and proper motion of the first object rule out its membership

in NGC 1039, and we therefore excluded this WD from our sample. We performed a similar analysis as in Gagné

et al. (2018) for PG 0136+251 and we ruled out its membership in both the Pleiades cluster and the moving group

AB Doradus. Although PG 0136+251, the Pleiades and AB Doradus share approximately the same common motion,

we find that PG 0136+251 was actually further from the Pleiades and from AB Doradus in the past (independently

of its line of sight velocity), so we excluded this WD from our sample as well.
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